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Shepherd was happy to step in

performances for the next six months,
including his slot at Harvest’s Blues tent.
Staeben struggled to find an equally
amped act as a replacement, narrowing
the list down to the very receptive Big
Sam’s Funky Nation, only to be struck
with another withdrawal when guitar
prodigy Jonny Lang bowed out, rumours
buzzing that his pregnantwife’s duedate
may fall onHarvest’s September run.
“We were very lucky to snag the first
replacement artist that came to mind,
Kenny Wayne Shepherd, because he’s
the other side of the same blues coin as
Jonny Lang,”Staeben said.“I can remem-
ber having both of their (mid ’90s) debuts
on endless rotation in my CD player, be-
cause they were both these young phe-
nomenons. And I remember watching
them bothmature,which isn’t easy after
the novelty of being a young sensation
wears off. Thanks to that they each stand
on their own two feet as evenmore legit-
imate, Jonny asmore of a soul gospel style
performer,while Kenny stayed closer to a
southernTexasblues influence.”
Shepherd said he was all too happy to
step in for his fellow guitarist, even on
such incredibly short notice.
“I’m very excited to come play for you
folks,” Shepherd said of replacing Lang
at this year’s festival. “The blues com-
munity is somewhat small, so we get to
knoweach other realwell and it’s second
nature to try and help each other out.”
Finding substitutes of equal calibre for
all cancelled acts were due in no small
part to that community’s tight knit na-
ture. Staeben simply had to reach out to
the extended blues family that encom-
passes the Allman’s, Trucks’ and Gov’t
Mule’s (another Allman Brothers Band
side project) management, the last of
which Harvest forged a durable connec-
tion with after the offering of a head-
lining slot in 2007.
“Afterwemanaged to hookGov’tMule
in 2007 the music community looked at
us differently,”Staeben said, adding that
Harvest’s cozy atmosphere and grateful

fans shocked the funk drunk jamsters
to no end, and that buzz spread swiftly
to other affiliated managements for the
likes of BuddyGuy andDerek Trucks.
“That left the doors wide open for
other artists in that circle ... and that’s
unique to the blues. These are musi-
cian’s musicians, they’re not into record
sales but building a community with the
audience through their songs.”
That communal ambition has helped
the festival weather many setbacks over
the years, because despite all of 2010’s
hardships, this has been far from the
most tumultuous season for Harvest.
For each of its 20 years, the festival co-
ordinators have had to coax most of its
artists to come to Fredericton, because
of the high travel costs to play so far off
the usual festival beaten bath.
In 2009, Harvest was staggered by the
death of headlining Queen of the Blues
Koko Taylor. The 2001 festival was held
days after 9/11, and Hurricane Katrina
kept Cyril Neville away from Frederic-
ton in 2005, leaving fellow Big Easy
luminaries Tab Benoit and Kermit Ruf-
fins to offer forlorn but spirited tributes
to their storm-swept home of New Or-
leans.
“The genre itself is about making the
best of a bad situation,”Staeben said of
the blues roots that have inspired the
festival, its artists and audience for the
past two decades. “The only way we
could bring such acts here, especially in
the lastminute, is because themusicians
are always so surprised by our fans.
“I mean, how many Fredericton blues
lovers ever thought theywould seeGov’t
Mule or Derek Trucks here? The artists
say that makes the audience so much
more appreciative, we would’ve gone
out of business in this part of the world
otherwise.We’ve been through the trials
and tribulations, and it’s only made our
resolve stronger.”

The Harvest Jazz and Blues Festival runs
Sept. 14-19 in Fredericton. For a complete
schedule and ticket information, visit
www.harvestjazzandblues.com.
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Title track is special to singer

Reid; it reflects a period in his life that
was both shattering and hopeful.
“My grandma passed on,” Reid says
simply.“That was the first person in my
familywho died,and it was devastating. I
phonedmy grandma every Sunday from
the time I came to Canada, and, sure
enough, she passed away on a Sunday. It
still affectsme; it brokemyheart.”
The title track is a tribute to Reid’s
grandmother, a way for him to channel
the grief he felt. The other event that in-
spired A Place Called Love’s conceptual
arc happened just a few weeks later, as
Reidwas still dealingwith the loss.
“I walked in the kitchen and my wife’s
eyes were full; I thought,‘Ah,no,here we
go.’But she smiled and said, ‘We’re preg-
nant.’ Fast forward, and I get a call in the
studio. She asked to see me in the park-

ing lot, and there she was with a pink
balloon; the doctor had told her it was
going to be a girl.”His daughter Ava was
born in January.
A Place Called Love is Reid’s first record
for EMI after three with Open Road.The
stakes are higher with a major label,
but Reid – who is based in Nashville – is
somehow both humble and unshakable
in his belief.
“I’m always hoping to nail it down bet-
ter as a son, a husband, a father, a broth-
er and also as a songwriter – I know I’m
a work in progress, I know that, but I’m
alwaysworking at it.”

Johnny Reid plays Harbour Station in
Saint John on Nov. 16, the Aitken Centre in
Fredericton on Nov. 17 and the Moncton
Coliseum Complex on Nov. 18. All shows
are at 8 p.m. Tickets, $20-$60, are avail-
able from the venues.
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Courtesy Harvest Jazz and Blues festival

KennyWayne Shepherd performs at Harvest this year, replacing Jonny Lang, who bowed out.

1. This contest is open to all readers of the Telegraph Journal except
employees of this newspaper, and members of their families.

2. Solve the clues as you would in any crossword puzzle, clip out the
puzzle after you have filled it in and mail to the Crossword Puzzle
Contest Manager c-o the Telegraph Journal, P.O. Box 2350, Saint
John, N.B. E2L 3V8.

3. All answers, in order to qualify must be received in our office by
Friday Noon, following publication of the Crossword Puzzle.

4. The prize will be awarded to the contestant who submitted the
correct answer and whose entry is the first opened.

5. In the event that no contestant submits a correct answer the prize
will be carried to the following week and another $25.00 added.
This will be the procedure each week until the prize is awarded.

6. Contestants are advised to study the clues care-
fully because there is always one
answer which is best.

7. The correct solution to Cross-
word Puzzle will be published

along with the winner’s name (if one) next Monday, when the next
Crossword Puzzle appears.

8. Important: To be accepted, entry puzzle form published in the
newspaper must be clipped along the dotted line. Photostatic cop-
ies or reproductions are unacceptable and will not be judged.

9. All entries submitted become the property of the Telegraph Journal
and they for obvious reasons cannot engage in a discussion or
correspondence with any contestant concerning his or her entry.

10. All decisions relating to the operation and conduct of the
contest, including but without limiting the generality of the forego-
ing, the interpretation of these rules and the method and mode of
examining the solutions whether by the contest manager himself
or to others whom he may delegate the authority to do such exam-
ining and the awarding of prizes in the contest, are left to the sole

discretion of the contest manager, whose decision will
be final and binding on all matters pertain-

ing to this contest and upon persons
who may submit answers and upon
the Telegraph-Journal.

RULES

win $2,47500

THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE

THIS WEEK’S ANSWERS
ACROSS

3. TABLE not cable. Cables, being made for support, need to be very
strong. Many TABLES can be more decorative than supportive and
need not bear a great strain, but are still expected to be reasonably
strong.

5. SHELTER not swelter. Considering what adventurers would rather
do implies they have a choice, favoring SHELTER over the misery
of sweltering.

8. ACE not axe. You might choose to use an ACE or you may decide
it will do you no good.An axe, being made for utilitarian purposes,
most likely would be put to good use.

9. EGOS not eggs. Because some EGOS are strong and healthy while
most eggs are easily cracked or broken, chances are the trainee
will have a variety of EGOS to work with, as compared to the
likelihood of facing a workload of fragile eggs.

10. GLOWS not grows. A campfire definitely GLOWS. However,
they don’t always grow; for example: campfires at the end of the
evening die when they are extinguished.

14. LARK not bark. Because the sound emitted by a LARK isn’t
particularly loud, as the clue implies, it’s only “on a still day”
that it can be heard far off in the distance. However, the bark of a
certain variety of dogs will carry for a long distance whether the air
is still or not.

15. SAID not paid. If the man were to have SAID too much, that
would be considered his own indiscretion, so he may well feel a
little annoyed with himself. Having paid too much, he might be
annoyed with the salesperson, especially if that person charged
him too much.

16. EWES not eyes. One could assume there would be two eyes
featured predominantly in a realistic drawing because eyes are
almost always drawn as a pair. But there could be many more than
two EWES expected to be reproduced by the students, and being a
timed test, participants might well feel dread.

18. LAIR not fair. Because it is the babysitter who consented to take
the children to this location, a LAIR would be the likely choice,
costing nothing to see and therefore appealing to a babysitter with
youngsters in tow as opposed to a fair, which might be a costly
venture.

DOWN
1. BEAM not team. A BEAM should be strengthened promptly,

to avoid the possibility of an accident or the deterioration of a
building. The source of the weakness in some teams is not always
obvious and might need detailed analysis prior to making any
changes, in which case, the sooner it’s done the better does not
necessarily apply.

2. STRIVES not strikes. Grammatically speaking, it’s not simply
an individual who strikes but the union as a collective force who

take action. Also, as a union member, she may have no alternative
but to go on strike, regardless of what she thinks as an individual.
However, she may STRIVE on her own to improve her family’s
welfare.

4. LOCKED not locker. The golfer may only need a LOCKED place,
not necessarily a locker, for his valuables, which may simply be
his watch or his wallet. Also, LOCKED is more comprehensive an
answer because it includes locker.

5. SEWING not seeing. If she has trouble seeing, people will assist
her rather than simply giving her advice. Regarding SEWING
advice, friends might offer lessons, as one example.

6. ROT not row. The clue implies that this is something that started
itself, favoring ROT which progresses of its own accord. A row
(e.g., argument) is generally caused by people in conflict, often
based on a perceived injustice.

11. WONDER not wander. She may well WONDER what choice
to make next, in order to set herself straight. But rather than
wandering, the tourist would most likely seek out directions.

12. WIRING not firing. WIRING is best. The actual job of firing
the charge could be as simple as pressing a button or depressing
a plunger, which almost anyone could do-once the person
experienced with explosives has completed the WIRING.

13. BLOOD not flood. Stopping a flood is always difficult; otherwise,
it would not be considered a flood but something less severe such
as an overflow or a heavy water build-up. It may often but not
always be a struggle to stop the rapid flow of BLOOD.

ACROSS:
3.On a cross-country car trip, a
driver makes rambunctious
children count the number
of – in the field they are
passing.

6.When you –, howmuch you
enjoy it may well depend on
the mood you’re in at the
time.
7. A – sometimes needs to be
raised.

8. “That bully grabbed your
lunch because you – her,” a
witness to a prank tells upset
victim in a schoolyard.

11.Some celebrities – in the
spotlight have quickly
become family favorites.

13.Pedestrians complain to
merchant who’s forcing
them off sidewalk by giant
sandwich-board sign being
– at store entrance.

14.Neighbors are startled by
trespassing – on kindly
old couple’s property next
door.

17.After experiencing series of
poorcropsand little revenue,
landowner decides it would
be wise if he – some of his
acreage.

18.Unit of land.
19.Acamper short on fuelmight
hesitate before putting a –
on the fire.

20.Witnesses to stampede
consider actions of – to be
wildly dramatic.

DOWN:
1. The safety of the – of
the Allied forces was an
important consideration
during World War II.

2. A volunteer helping mother
on moving day wears her
oldest clothes, knowing
she’ll be expected to – out
a lot.

4. With their city having
been selected to host next
Olympics, many citizens
now – to buy tickets for
individual competitions.

5. A naturalist on expedition of
unexplored territory hopes
to find – that will reveal
revolutionary new scientific
information.

9. Consumes.

10. Attitude.
12.A resourceful operations
employee, upon discovery
of suspect –, may suggest
an immediate replacement.

15.Seeing his reflection in a
mirror, a man admits to
buddies that it’s his – that’s
causing his face to look
red.

16.An efficiency expert hired to
revamp a failing restaurant
concludes that the serving
staffhasnotgivencustomers
their – on time.
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